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Hofmeister effects in membrane biology: The role of ionic dispersion potentials
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Membrane biology is notorious for its remarkable, and often strong dependence on the supposedly irrelevant
choice of ion pair of background salt solution. While experimentally well known, there has been no progress
towards any real theoretical understanding until very recently. We have demonstrated that an important source
behind these Hofmeister effects is the ionic excess polarizabilities of ions in solution. Near an interface an ion
experiences not only an electrostatic potential, but also a highly specific ionic dispersion potential. At biologi-
cal concentrations~around 0.1M and higher! when the electrostatic contribution is highly screened this ionic
dispersion potential has a dominating influence. We present the result of model calculations for the interfacial
tension and surface potential that demonstrates that inclusion of ionic dispersion potentials is an essential step
towards predictive theories. Our results are compared with experimental surface and zeta potential measure-
ments on phospholipid bilayers, zirconia, and cationic micelles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hofmeister, or specific ion, effects are as ubiquitous
biology and colloid science as they are ignored@1,2#. Ex-
amples abound, surface tension of electrolytes@3#, interfacial
work of adhesion at electrolyte-oil interfaces@4,5#; force
measurements@6,7#, zeta and surface potentials@8–14#, pH
measurements@15–17#, ryanodine binding to calcium releas
channels @18#; cutting-efficiency and stability of DNA
@19,20#; and formation of silicates@21#. We will demonstrate
that a model originally proposed by Ninham and Yamins
@1# offers an explanation for the ion specific surface and z
potential of membranes, cationic micelles, and zirconia.
will also discuss how this model can accommodate the
perimentally observed ion and alcohol specific oil-water
terfacial tension, as well as leading to different perspecti
on the origin of membrane folding.

The standard Gouy-Chapman mean-field theory@22–24#,
commonly and often successfully used in theoretical mod
ing in membrane biology and colloid science, rely on ele
trostatics, which in turn rely on the ionic charge. Accordi
to this theory all salt solutions with the same valency sho
be equivalent. Deviations from this theory~which occur
commonly and are often very large! have been attributed to
binding of unknown origin@8#, sometimes associated wit
ion specific water structure effects~due to ions supposedl
being either ‘‘structure breaking’’ or ‘‘structure creating
@25#!. An important step towards a solution of the proble
and predictive theories is to realize that the original doub
layer theory of charged interfaces in salt solutions is therm
dynamically inconsistent@1,26#. For consistency ionic dis
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persion potentials acting between ions and interface mus
included in the theory. When this is done ion specific resu
emerge naturally@1,27,28#. An important question that re
mains is to what extent the inclusion of ionic dispersion p
tentials is sufficient to explain specific Hofmeister effec
Other ion specific properties like water structure@29#, ion
size, dielectric constant variation near the interface, so
tion, electronegativity, counterion and co-ion exclusi
@30,31# may clearly also be important, as may be the role
dissolved gas@32#. Ionic dispersion potentials have an im
portant role in the ion specificity of surface tension@27,33#,
double-layer forces@28#, ion binding to micelles@34#, poly-
electrolytes@35#, andpH measurements with glass electrod
@17#.

The ion specific double-layer theory is rehearsed in S
II. Ion specific oil-water interfacial tensions and other io
specific alcohol effects are considered in Sec. III. We disc
why the ionic dispersion potential near an oil-water interfa
similar to the chemical potential of differentn-alkanes, de-
pend both for sign and magnitude on the chain length
different hydrocarbons. We show that large attractive io
dispersion potentials acting on anions at biological conc
trations result in negative interfacial tension changes.
briefly consider how these ion specific alcohol effects infl
ence the self-assembly of silicates. We demonstrate in
IV how a few experimentally measured ion specific surfa
andz potentials of cationic micelles, zirconia, and phosph
lipid membranes can be understood once ionic dispers
potentials are included in the theory. In Sec. V we summa
our results and discuss a mechanism in which the folding
membranes and proteins is a natural consequence of alc
and Hofmeister effects.

II. ION SPECIFIC DOUBLE-LAYER THEORY

The model system that we consider is an aqueous solu
of negatively charged monovalent anions and positiv

ity
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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charged monovalent cations each with bulk concentrationc0
and charge e outside a charged impenetrable plan
@1,27,28#, or spherical@34#, membrane surface. The sel
consistent potentialf outside the charged surface is foun
by solving numerically~using the method of relaxation! the
non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation,

¹2f52e~c12c2!/~ewe0!, ~1!

with the ion concentrations given by

c65c0exp~2b@6ef1U6~r !# !. ~2!

Here b51/(kBT), kB is Boltzmann constant,T is tempera-
ture, andew is the dielectric constant of water. Furthermo
U6(r ) is the interaction potential experienced by the ions
case of a planar surface the Laplace operator in the Pois
Boltzmann equation is

¹2f5d2f/dx2, ~3!

while for a spherical system it is

¹2f5
1

r 2

d

drS r 2
df

dr D . ~4!

The apparent worry about a mean-field theory of this kind
deal with electrostatics—a theory which ignores activ
coefficients—is obviated by the fact that complete hypern
ted chain ~HNC! calculations @36# show that HNC and
Poisson-Boltzmann give practically identical results for
terfacial tension calculations at the air-water interface. In
present calculations we will assume that the surface chargs
is constant and uniformly distributed on the surface. This
be shown to be an excellent approximation@37#. The bound-
ary conditions for the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for a p
nar surface are

df

dxx5r ion
52s/ewe0 ~5!

and

df

dx`5f~`!50, ~6!

while for a spherical surface the boundary condition at
surface is replaced with

~r m1r ion!2
df

dr r 5r m1r ion
52Qm /~4pe0ew!. ~7!

Here r m is the radius of the micelle andQm is the total
charge on the micelle.

The interaction potential acting on ions near an interfa
will in general receive contributions from many differe
sources such as electrostatic, image, ionic dispersion po
tials between ion and interface, and ion-ion interactions~for
example, electrostatic, dispersion, and hard core!. Here we
04190
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neglect the effects of ion-ion interactions. For dissolved io
near a membrane-water interface the image potential is
pulsive and screened:

Uimage~x!'
De2

16pewe0x
exp~22kDx!, ~8!

whereD[(ew2eoil)/(ew1eoil)'1. Hereeoil is the dielec-
tric constant of the oil~membrane!. Since the dielectric con-
stant of any oil is much smaller than it is for water, we ca
as far as the image interaction is concerned, take it to be
same for all relevant oils (eoil'2). The inverse Debye
length iskD5A(2be2c0)/(e0ew). The image potential is in-
dependent of both the sign of the charge and the partic
~monovalent! ionic species. The dispersion potential betwe
an ion and a planar surface is approximated@1# with,

Udispersion~x!'B/x3,B'~nw
2 2noil

2 !a* ~0!\v i /8. ~9!

Here,nw (noil) is the refractive index of water~oil!, \v i is
an effective electron affinity for the ion anda* (0) is the
static excess polarizability of the ion, in water. An appro
mate expression for the ionic dispersion potential nea
spherical surface is given in our previous work on ion bin
ing to micelles@34#.

III. INTERFACIAL TENSION AND OTHER HOFMEISTER
EFFECTS AT THE OIL-WATER INTERFACE

Hauxwell and Ottewill investigated the spreading of fi
n-alkanes on water@38#. They found that pentane, hexan
and heptane form stable wetting films while octane a
dodecane do not. These hydrocarbons are very similar
have simple dielectric properties. Even though the diff
ences in dielectric properties are small they have dem
strated to be sufficient to change the sign of the chem
potential@38,39#. The dielectric function at the relevant op
tical and ultraviolet frequencies are larger~smaller! for dode-
cane~pentane! than it is for water, explaining the change
sign. Near an oil-water interface the sign of the ionic disp
sion potential in precisely the same way can be either p
tive or negative. Consider, for example, a highly polariza
anion such as bromide~with a large excess polarizability!.
Near an air-water~mica-water! interface the ionic dispersion
potential will be large and repulsive~attractive!. Near an
oil-water interface on the other hand, the sign of the io
dispersion potential changes sign, as for the chemical po
tial, proceeding from a short-chain to a long-chain hydroc
bon ~while it is to oversimplify things to correlate the dielec
tric properties of oils with chain length, it functions as a
useful rule of thumb!. The effect of neutral salts on the solu
bility of proteins has been interpreted in terms of elect
static ~salting-in! and hydrophobic~salting-out! effects. An
approximate expression for the solubility (ln@S#) in a salt
solution was given by Melander and Horvath@40#,

ln~S!' ln~S0!2~DGcav1DGe.s.!/~RT!, ~10!

where ln(S0) is the solubility of pure water,DGcav is the
Gibbs energy change for the formation of the cavity~which
2-2
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is approximately proportional to the interfacial tension!, and
DGe.s. is the electrostatic energy between the solvent
solute. Water solubility is well known to follow a Hofmeiste
series that correlates with the corresponding series for
surface tension of salt solutions. It is for this and many ot
reasons clearly of interest to investigate the role of io
dispersion potentials which underly the Hofmeister effects
an oil-water interface.

Aveyard and coworkers@4,5# demonstrated that the wor
of adhesion@W(m)# of decanol, dodecane and other oils a
function of salt molality~m! could be described by

W~m!5W~0!1Am, ~11!

whereA is a constant that depends on the choice of ion p
and oil. The magnitude ofA typically follows a Hofmeister
series, KCl,KBr,KI. This is the Hofmeister series foun
for the surface potential of micelles~which will be discussed
briefly in the following section! and for the osmotic pressur
measurements of Duboiset al. @6#. According to the
Onsager-Samaris limiting law@41,27#, all salts should have
the same interfacial tension change with added salt irres
tive of the choice of monovalent salt, and it should be alm
identical for all kinds of oils. This is not what is seen expe
mentally. The interfacial tension change follows a Hofme
ter series, and it can be either positive or negative. Avey
et al. suggested that the origin of this Hofmeister series
due to the fact that the ions experience not only image
electrostatic forces, but also some additional force. We h
recently demonstrated that a dominating contribution to
additional force is the ionic dispersion potential. When it
taken into account theoretical calculations give the right
der of magnitude for the surface tension of air-water int
face@27,33#. The interfacial tension at oil-salt solution inte
faces and the corresponding ionic dispersion potent
obviously depend strongly on the choice of oil. While t
ionic dispersion interaction is repulsive for highly polari
able anions near an air-salt solution interface, it can be ei
positive or negative near an oil-salt solution interface. T
Gibbs interfacial tension increment of a salt solution is giv
by Ref. @27#

dg/dc52kBTE
0

`

dx@c11c222c0#/c0 . ~12!

The numerically evaluated values fordg/dc(c) at an oil-
water interface is shown in Fig. 1. In order to focus here
anion effects for three different oils we neglect the ion
dispersion potential acting on the cation. We consider th
examples of ionic dispersion coefficients for the model an
(B2510 @dashed line#, 0 @solid line#, and 210
310250 Jm3 @dotted line#!. Only at extremely diluted sal
solutions do all three curves approach a common Onsa
Samaris limit. At biological and higher concentrations t
sign and magnitude of the ionic dispersion potentials de
mine the surface tension increment. This demonstrates
the addition of salt in some cases can result in a decreas
the oil-water interfacial tension.
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These ion specific alcohol effects have not only been
served for the interfacial tension of oil-water interfaces. Th
are presumably involved in many of the Hofmeister effe
observed in membrane biology. They should be one imp
tant source behind the ion specific salting-in/salting-out
fects observed for the solubility of proteins and other m
romolecules. They should also have a quite important role
the formation of silica. Mesoporous silica is formed as
cooperative self-assembly of silicates and organic surfact
The induction time for silicate formation in the alkaline rou
increases with the magnitude of the polarizability of t
counterions in the salt solution~e.g., longer for bromide than
for chloride! @21#. This ion specific result of ‘‘ion specific
binding’’ is easy to understand, once ionic dispersion pot
tials are included in the formalism. The negative anions co
pete electrostatically with the negatively charged silicat
Bromide is more effective than chloride due to larger ion
dispersion potentials. More interesting for the present disc
sion is the effect of 1-alkanols as additives. Compared to
case without alcohol, the addition of short chain alcoh
~e.g., ethanol or 1-propanol! decreases the induction time
One important reason for this must be that besides the e
trostatic attraction on the counterions there will also be
repulsive ionic dispersion potential. The addition of long
chain alcohols~e.g., 1-butanol or 1-pentanol! has the oppo-
site effect, increasing the induction time. Longer chain al
hols increase the adsorption of counterions which leads
less silicate adsorption and a longer induction time.

IV. ION SPECIFIC SURFACE POTENTIALS

McLaughlin and coworkers demonstrated that the surf
potential of bilayer membranes not only depend strongly
the supposedly irrelevant choice of ion pair, especially
anions@9# but also on cations@8#. As should be evident from
the discussion in the previous section it also depends on
choice of oil. Electrostatic properties of equally charg
membranes can be very different since differences in
dielectric properties may cause a reversal of the sign of io
dispersion potentials. McLaughlinet al. could relate their
different results to a Hofmeister series. However, as th

FIG. 1. dg/dc as a function of salt concentration for three d
ferent combinations of ionic dispersion coefficients acting on
ions (B150 Jm3, B2510 @dashed line#, 0 @solid line#, and 210
310250 Jm3 @dotted line#!.
2-3
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pointed out ‘‘the forces which cause chaotropic anions
adsorb to an air-water interface are not well understood’’@9#
and there is little consistency among various quantities
are related to ‘‘structure-making’’ and ‘‘structure-breaking
ions. Inclusion of the ionic dispersion potential is a vital st
to understand the dependence on ion pair in membrane
ogy. When it is included we can begin to understand why
anion that is attracted to one surface may be repelled fro
very similar surface. Lipid bilayers are important due to t
fact that they are good model systems for biological me
branes. One other appealing character that make lipid m
branes suitable as model systems for investigation
Hofmeister effects is that different bilayers may have diff
ent surface charge density, including uncharged bilayers,
different optical properties~that give rise to different signs
and magnitudes for the ionic dispersion potentials!. We will
illustrate the importance of including ionic dispersion pote
tials in this section with a few numerical examples, discus
in the light of experimental results.

The importance of short-ranged ionic dispersion pot
tials depend critically on the magnitude and sign of the s
face charge density. Take for example the ionic dispers
potential acting on anions. It should always have a la
effect on ion distributions and surface potentials near neu
and positively charged surfaces. However, for highly char
acidic surfaces, anions will be pushed away by strong e
trostatic repulsion and it is then only at high salt concen
tions ~when the electrostatic potential is strongly screen!
that an attractive ionic dispersion potential has a chanc
compete. We show in Fig. 2 the surface potential versus
surface charge density for various 0.1M monovalent salts.
The surface potential of an uncharged membranes
50C/m2), induced by unequal ionic dispersion potentia
acting on anions and cations, can clearly be large for
solutions with highly polarizable anions. We note that t

FIG. 2. Membrane surface potential as a function of surf
charge density for four different combinations of ionic dispers
coefficients acting on the anions and cations~in units of
10250 Jm3): 0,0 ~solid line!; 25,230 ~dashed line!; 25,0 ~circles!;
0,230 ~crosses!.
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nonzero surface potential of neutral bilayers measured w
anionic fluorescent probes in the presence of KCl was att
uted entirely to adsorption of the probe anions@24#. How-
ever, it is clear that there will in general also be contributio
from background salt due to ionic dispersion potentials s
cific for each ionic species. Large attractive ionic dispers
potentials acting on the anions can even reverse the effec
charge of the surface, and lead to co-ion adsorption. T
kind of charge reversal has in fact been observed in exp
mental zeta potential measurements of TZ-0 zirconia@12#.
The surface charge was modulated in that case by chan
thepH. While neither the meaning ofpH measurements@17#
nor that of surfacepH @42# is trivial ~depending as it does o
salt concentration, measurement technique, buffer, coun
ion, and notably also on co-ion! it is clear that one importan
effect of changingpH was to change the surface charge de
sity. The result found by Frankset al. with Cl2 as a counter-
ion is very similar to what we obtain for anions that expe
ence small attractive~or repulsive! ionic dispersion
potentials. For highly polarizable anions~which may have
very large attractive ionic dispersion potentials!, such as
IO3

2 , they found a charge reversal of exactly the same fo
as the result presented in Fig. 2.

The phenomenological ion binding model used so wid
in surfactant chemistry and with NMR to characterize bin
ing to interfaces and proteins is precisely equivalent to
Poisson-Boltzmann description@43–45#. Measurement of
binding of calcium to protein at air-water interface is diffe
ent to binding to the same protein immersed in a membra
This is accommodated when ionic dispersion potentials
included in the theory.

We next consider an acidic membrane~with an average
area per unit charge of 680 Å2) containing 10% acidic phos
pholipids ~e.g., phosphatidylserine! and 90% charge neutra
zwitterionic lipids~e.g., phosphatidylcholine!. The calculated
electrostatic potential and charge density in the presenc
0.156M salt solutions (B150 Jm3, B250 @solid line#, and
B25220310250 Jm3 @dashed line#! are presented in Figs
3 and 4. These figures demonstrate that there can be co
adsorption on acidic membranes when the dielelectric pr
erties of the membrane give rise to attractive ionic dispers

e

FIG. 3. The potential near an acidic membrane~with average
unit charge area of 680 Å2) in the presence of 0.156M salt solu-
tions (B150, B25220 @dashed line#, 0 @solid line#
310250 Jm3).
2-4
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potentials acting on the anions. In this instance, and in
other cases with high surface concentrations, it is essenti
take co-ion and counterion exclusion effects into accoun

Drummondet al. @10# demonstrated that the surface p
tential of cationic micelles depends on the choice of coun
ion in exactly the same way. In a previous paper we show
that highly specific ion binding follows when ionic dispe
sion potentials are included in the theoretical treatm
@34,35#. There is more binding for highly polarizable ion
such as bromide than it is for less polarizable ions. The
face potential outside a model cationic micelle~with head
group area and micelle radius taken from Table 1 of R
@10#! as a function of salt concentration is shown for typic
B values. As can be seen in Fig. 5 the experimental sur
potentials are reasonably consistent with the theoretica
sults when the attractive ionic dispersion potential that a
on the anions is included (B150 Jm3, BCl525 @solid
line#, andBBr5210310250 Jm3 @dashed line#!.

The changes in conductance (G}exp@2bef#) of neutral
black phospholipid membranes@9#, and in the permeability
of human red cells@9,46# with added salt, has been attribute

FIG. 4. The charge density distribution near an acidic membr
~with average unit charge area of 680 Å2) in the presence of
0.156M salt solutions (B150, B25220 @dashed line#, 0 @solid
line# 310250 Jm3).

FIG. 5. Surface potential of a cationic micelle as a function
added salt concentration. The three curves correspond to the fo
ing combinations of ionic dispersion potentials acting on catio
and anions~in units of 10250 Jm3): 0,0 ~solid!; 0,25 ~dashed!, 0,
210 ~dotted!. The circles~crosses! are the experimental result fo
bromide~chloride!.
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to anion induced changes in the surface potential. Th
changes in conductance not only depended on the choic
salt, but also on the choice of membrane. While change
permeability induced by ClO4

2 in membranes formed by neu
tral phospholipid membranes was found to be very large,
authors had no explanation for why the correspond
changes were not found for glycerol mono-oleate membra
@9#. We suggest that one obvious reason for these differen
is that different oils have different dielectric propertie
While the ionic interaction can be quite large and attract
near one oil-water interface, it can be much smaller and
repulsive near another oil-water interface. It is then of so
interest to investigate the electrostatic potential outsid
charge neutral planar membrane in some more detail. Fi
shows the surface potential, and the potential 2 Å furt
away from the interface, of an uncharged membrane in
presence of a typical model salt solution (B1522
310250 Jm3 andB25220310250 Jm3). Due to screening
there are obviously large differences~exactly as in the clas-
sical double-layer theory! between the surface potential an
any experimentally observed potential measured outside
membrane surface~such as thez potential!. We have for
comparison included the surface potential that was exp
mentally deduced from conductance measurements of a z
terionic lipid membrane in the presence of added NaC4
@9#. The anion induced changes observed by McLaugh
et al. @9# are consistent with the salt induced changes in
surface potential that we observe when attractive ionic d
persion potentials acting on the anions are taken into
count.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is known that many biological processes across or
membrane surfaces depend sensitively on the choice of b
ground salt. Our purpose here has been to demonstrate
many of these ion specific or Hofmeister effects can be
derstood once ionic dispersion potentials are taken into

e

f
w-
s

FIG. 6. Surface potential~solid line! and the potential 2 Å away
from the interface~dashed line! of an uncharged membrane as
function of salt concentration (B1522, B25220310250 Jm3).
The circles are the experimentally deduced surface potential
black lipid membrane formed from a mixture of phosphatidyleth
nolamine and decane as a function of added@NaClO4# @9#.
2-5
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count. We recently demonstrated how these ionic disper
potentials influence the binding of peptides to membra
@42#. An unanswered question is how proteins once they
bound to a membrane can be influenced differently by
ferent salts solutions. A very important topic in membra
biology is to understand membrane assembly and dynam
We propose that Hofmeister and alcohol effects may hav
vital role. Within a membrane one has a mixture of lipids
oc
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different chain length and therefore different dielectric pro
erties. This will undergo local phase separations within
membrane. So the ionic adsorption changes from place
place, potentially resulting in regions of variable stabili
and thus activity of a protein embedded in, or bound to,
membrane. One important and related question is to w
extent such regions of variable stability may be involved
inducing the correct folding of membranes.
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